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Intro
It’s no secret - healthcare costs continue to
skyrocket. This and the ongoing pressure to
attract and retain valued employees using
competitive benefits are forcing employers
to evaluate alternative solutions to balance
out inflating healthcare costs. One of these
solutions includes switching from a fullyinsured health plan to self-funded health plan.
In this whitepaper we'll explore self-funding
in greater detail to identify the main
components involved with this type of health
plan.
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II. PLAN DESIGN

Know Your
Audience
When it comes to choosing between a self-

DEMOGRAPHICS

funded and a fully insured medical plan, it’s

Demographics play a significant role

important that employers first evaluate their

when it comes to health. Age, gender,

employee population to tailor health benefits

ethnicity, and geographic location can

accordingly. Factors such as demographics,

often impact medical conditions, thus

medical conditions, and high-cost claimants

employers must consider these factors

must be thoroughly examined before making

when considering a self-funded plan.

the final decision.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS
Did you know chronic conditions such
as diabetes, heart disease, obesity,
and cancer account for 75% - 80% of
all medical costs? Knowing the ratio
of chronic conditions affecting your
workforce can help determine cost
allocation and prevention services.
HIGH COST CLAIMANTS
A high cost claimant can be defined
as someone who costs the public or
private sectors at least $50,000 or more
every year. Identifying these employees
can help focus employer efforts to
address health issues and prevent
major hospitalization and treatment
beforehand.

Why Size
Matters
Historically, small employers (under 250
employees) offering health benefits tend
to adopt fully insured plans, whereas larger
employers favor the self-funded model.
Monetarily, two of the major cost factors that

13%

have lead to this trend include cash flow and
risk tolerance.

of small employers (
under 250 employees)

CASH FLOW

are self-funded.

Employers with cash flow concerns typically
avoid choosing to self-fund their medical plan.
Large employers more often that not can
meet claims obligations as opposed to their
smaller counterparts. It's important to note
that there are small employers bucking the
trend that maintain viable self-funded health
plans today.
RISK TOLERANCE
Under the self-funded model, claims risk falls
on the shoulders of the employer. As a result,
large employers benefit from a larger risk
pool which subsequently drives down overall
costs. To alleviate risk, both large and small
employers can acquire Stop-Loss Coverage
that caps the cost of claims an employer is
responsible for (see next page for more info).
https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/payer/as-self-insurance-market-grows-health-insurers-adapt
https://www.forbes.com/sites/robbmandelbaum/2017/08/30/meet-the-future-of-small-business-health-insuranceself-funding/#5ca3e1cc4714
http://www.benefitspro.com/2017/03/22/self-funding-when-is-it-right-for-your-clients
http://www.benefitspro.com/2016/09/27/self-insurance-rises-among-small-and-medium-size-e

60%

of today's workers
are enrolled in a selfinsured plan.

82%

of employers with 500
or more employees are
self-funded.

III. STOP-LOSS INSURANCE

What is StopLoss Coverage?
In the event that an employer under a self-

SPECIFIC STOP-LOSS COVERAGE

funded plan receives a catastrophic claim, part

In a nutshell, specific (individual) stop-

of that cost can be reimbursed by a stop-

loss coverage protects an employer

loss policy. Stop-loss insurance is a coverage

from a large claim filed by a single

designed to limit claims expenses (losses) to a

individual. Once a claim exceeds a

predetermined amount. This type of coverage

specified amount, the employer would

is designed to ensure that catastrophic

be reimbursed for the difference in the

claims (specific stop-loss) or numerous

claim that was paid.

claims (aggregate stop-loss), do not upset the
financial reserves of a self-funded plan. Let’s

AGGREGATE STOP-LOSS COVERAGE

discuss the two coverage types further.

As opposed to specific stop-loss
coverage, aggregate stop-loss coverage
provides a ceiling to the amount than
an employer would pay in expenses on
the entire plan year. Similar to stop-loss
coverage, once aggregate claims exceed
a specified amount, the employer would
be reimbursed for the difference in total
claims paid.

Policy
Provisions
What kind of stop-loss policy you ultimately
attain is subject to several key items including
disclosure, lasering, and run-in and run-out
provisions.
DISCLOSURE

RUN-IN AND RUN-OUT PROVISIONS

Before purchasing a stop-loss policy,

Understanding what claims are covered

employers must provide a disclosure of

and when is especially important. Run-in

population and employee health status.

contracts cover claims incurred prior to the

Disclosures typically include:

policy effective date.

• The diagnosis, case management details, and
claims paid on all plan participants during the

Ex.) A 15/12 "run-in" policy would cover

previous two years, on a month-by-month

claims three months before the policy start

basis. Note that all medical and Rx claims

date.

must also be broken out.
• A listing of any person in whose claims

On the flip side, run-out contracts cover

exceeded $50,000.

claims incurred during the plan year, but

• Copies of current plan designs and premiums,

aren’t paid until after the policy’s plan year

along with the renewal offering.

end date.

LASERING

Ex.) A 12/15 "run-out" policy would cover

This term applies to the practice of applying

claims during the plan year and paid within

a higher deductible for high-risk employees;

three months after the policy's plan year

in essence shifting the costs of high-risk

ends.

employees back on to the employer. To accept
a laser typically means that an employer
may receive a lower stop-loss premium and
vice-versa for a no-laser policy which could
engender higher premium costs.

IV. CHOOSING AN ADMINISTRATOR

Key
Considerations
Switching to a self-funded health plan is

SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION

a large undertaking. It's important when

Moving to a fully self-funded model

weighing the pros and cons of this decision

means assuming responsibility for

to partner with a Third Party Administrator

claims administration. Partnering with

(TPA) or Carrier partner to help with items

an administrator that creates less admin

discussed such as claims administration, plan

work for you cannot be understated.

design, and coverage analysis. Some of the top

TPA/Carriers utilizing technology that

criteria to evaluate before partnering with an

provide online reporting, paperless

administrator include: reinsurance carriers,

filing, and billing management are all

hospital and doctor networks, consulting

elements that should be considered.

experience, administrative capabilities, and
overall service providers.

SERVICE MODEL
Depending on an employer's claims

CONSULTING EXPERIENCE

volumes, some administrators offer

Your administrator's ability to utilize data-

dedicated customer service personnel

driven analysis and align plan designs with

on-site at employer locations. Others

your organization's fiscal agenda cannot be

typically offer a team of assigned

overlooked. It's important to partner with

claims adjusters which service multiple

a TPA/Carrier that can deliver cost-saving

employers at a time. Check to see

solutions AND competitive benefits without

which of these service capabilities are

sacrificing one or the other.

provided by your TPA/Carrier.

Final Takeaways
Is self-insurance the best option for every
employer? Certainly not. Due to a myriad
of variables, each employer must weigh the
pros and cons of self-funding vs. fully-insured
plans before making a decision. Incentives
such as customized health plans, increased
transparency, cost control, and reduced
regulation, all factor in to why an employer
may switch to a self-funded plan. On the
other hand, greater claims risk incurred by the
employer and cash flow concerns are some of
the major deterrents to switching to a selffunded health plan.
It's important that you partner with a TPA to
evaluate all of these factors and determine
what solutions best fit your organization's
needs.

Have more
questions?
Speak to consultant today
marketing@fbsbenefits.com
Learn more at
www.fbsbenefits.com
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